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LETTER OF INTRODUCTION
We would like to take this opportunity of briefly introducing ABRIGO Nigeria limited which is a wellestablished organization, with business transactions being carried out both locally and internationally.
The company deals with varied range of products and services such as Engineering and Logistics Services,
Procurement and Supply Chain Management Services; Water Process Management; Real Estate
Development and Management; Commodity Trading; and Information Technology Services.
The name and business strength that has been earned by our organization today, is due to the professionally
equipped and able staff, who have varied experience and good knowledge of serving the customers to their
satisfaction. This is further enhanced by the innovative ideas of the management, who strive from time to
time in keeping the company at par to the latest development of today's world.
We are known for taking care of all our clients equally with dedication and professionalism. Whatever your
needs are, we are there to help you also considering your timelines. We design customized service packages
to suit all your requirements and needs. We look forward to serving you in the best possible way. We are
herewith enclosing documents providing more details about our company.
Please review a concise summary of each of our divisions mentioned below. We would highly appreciate if
you would register our company name in your list of approved vendors.

Yours faithfully,
For ABRIGO Limited

Iheanyi Iwuagwu,
Managing Director
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ABOUT US
Established in 2016, ABRIGO LIMITED (ABRIGO) was incorporated as a
divesified business conglometrate operating in various key sectors of the
Nigerian Economy which include the Energy (Oil and Gas/Power), Real
Estate, Food, Beverages and Agro Allied Trading, Manufacturing and
Service sectors.
ABRIGO provides a gamut of world class product and services in synergy
with affiliate companies. Our activites encompass Professional Logistics;
Supply Chain Management; Civil, Mechanical, Electrical Engineering and
Technical services; Information Technology and Telecommunications;
Procurement and Commondity Trading; Water Process Management and
Manufacturing
ABRIGO services are delivered professionally in a safe and concious
manner with strong adherence to safe work practice, security, the
protection of enviroment and regulatory compliance while training,
developing and utilising Nigerians in Management, operational and craft
positions; all this at a fair and competitive cost to our clients.
At ABRIGO we provide supply chain solutions to our customers from the
source to the final destination. Our logistics services comprise customs
clearance, freight forwarding, warehousing, transportation, port services
and air cargo handling.
Through our commitment to rendering quality services. ABRIGO has
within the short period of existence grown into a strong and dynamic
organisation that uses its vast resources and innovation in technology to
achieve best results. Our activites are handled by a formidable and
competent team of professionals who recognize and understand the
supremacy of satisfying our Clients.
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MANAGEMENT
Supported by its own offices and associates, at ABRIGO, we employ a team of professionals that follow up
and follow through on every transaction we manage. With our Global Partner Service Network across 5
Continents, we aim to be the most reliable Service Provider in the sectors we operate in, with an inspired
people-driven, and dedicated approach to serving our valued customers.
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MISSION STATEMENT
Our main business objective is to establish ABRIGO LIMITED as one of the foremost Conglomerates in the
Nigeria market providing excellent services.

OUR VISION
To provide high quality professional engineering, technical and logistics services to clients at affordable
costs and reasonable return on investment to our stakeholders. To become a major indigenous player in the
industry without compromising best practice.
We are committed to providing quality services, developing a lasting relationship and exceeding client's
expectations by using collective experience, shared value and individual skill.

AIM and OBJECTIVE
Our aim is to exceed the expectations of our customers through total quality management. Our objective is
to provide cost effective and reliable solutions to help our customers to realize their goals.

OUR VALUE
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ

Passion for Delivery
Forward Looking
Winning
Integrity

OUR VALUE
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ

ENGINEERING AND TECHNICAL SERVICES
LOGISTICS SERVICES
PROCUREMENT AND SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT
COMMODITY TRADING
INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY AND TELECOMMUNICATION
REAL ESTATE DEVELOPMENT AND MANAGEMENT
CONSULTANCY SERVICES
WATER PROCESS MANAGEMENT
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HSE POLICY STATEMENT
ABRIGO will respect and promote, without reservation, safety awareness and accident prevention
throughout the organization. This commitment extends not only to compliance with respect to Federal
requirements, but also to the standards and requirements adopted within the industries we serve.
The Safety Program is critical in the prevention of workplace injuries and accidents. The success of the
program however, is dependent upon employee knowledge of and compliance with policies, practices and
procedures. Adherence to these standards coupled with a positive attitude creates competent personnel
who are properly trained, equipped and motivated to safely perform their duties.
Safety is a shared commitment. It is a required responsibility of all company personnel to participate in the
prevention of personnel injury and property damaged during the course of our operations and to cooperate in this respect with those we work for and with.

QUALITY STATEMENT
Quality is not an option, but a necessity to survive and thrive in an environment of global competition. We
aim to provide total customer satisfaction that will lead to customer loyalty. By using Total Quality
Management techniques, we can locate waste, identify its causes and eliminate it.
A good example of waste is rework, which is often more costly than doing the job right in the first place. A
common business concept is known as the "1-10-100 Rule". If it takes one unit of costs or effort to complete
a job correctly, it will take 10 times that effort to correct an error before it reaches the customer. And once it
has reached the customer, it will take 100 times the cost and effort to correct the situation, not to mention
the loss of customer goodwill.

COMPLIANCE STATEMENT
ABRIGO affirms its responsibility to establish policies and procedures which address applicable laws and
governing regulations and to structure a system dedicated to achieving compliance with all
laws/regulations which apply to business activities, including state and federal regulations, local
ordinances, and specific laws and regulations applicable to private and governmental programs.
Corporate compliance requires the involvement of every staff member. Not only does every staff member
have a duty to be knowledgeable of regulations, every person with knowledge of inappropriate activity or
alleged non-compliance has a duty to act and to report potential violations and compliance irregularities.
ABRIGO established an internal reporting system, thereby creating a network of overseers to share the
watchdog role.
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SERVICE PORTFOLIO
ENGINEERING SERVICES
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING SERVICES
Overview
With globalization, mechanical engineers increasingly depend on close collaboration among distributed
teams and partners. Using technologies like the cloud and social media, we believe virtual teams can be as
effective as those housed in a single building.
Our mechanical engineers are skilled at capitalizing on the opportunities that the latest ways of working
present. Because we have the right people and processes in place, you will design faster, reduce cycle times
and achieve higher ROI with your product development efforts.
Challenges We Address
With rising costs and margin pressures mounting across industries, manufacturing companies are looking
beyond their shores to optimize their product engineering and R&D services in order to shorten product
development time and get an early advantage in a highly competitive business landscape. At ABRIGO, we
understand the importance of both - innovating to provide a competitive edge, and customizing existing
products within the minimum possible time-frames.
Mechanical Engineering and Design Services - ABRIGO offers advanced mechanical engineering and
design services to customers across several industries, helping them develop complex mechanical
designs and products, significantly reduce time-to-market, and penetrate early into existing and
emerging markets.
ABRIGO is a one-stop solutions provider of mechanical engineering and design services with capabilities
throughout the product development life cycle, such as - conceptual design, industrial and mechanical
engineering design, CAD modeling and detailing, simulation, analysis and prototyping, product testing,
and manufacturing.
What You Can Expect
End-to-end mechanical engineering and design services that offer specific business benefits:
·

Up to 40% time to market benefits

·

Up to 60% cost benefits

·

Improved product design

·

Improved manufacturability

·

Product life-cycle extension

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING SERVICES
At ABRIGO, we enjoy a heritage of innovation and expertise that has positioned the company to answer
tough power management challenges.
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Whatever your requirements are, our highly skilled team of electrical consultants and engineers are at your
service. We have experience with a vast range of systems, including lighting and power installations, fire
alarms and emergency lighting, LED and energy efficient lighting, Solar PV Panels for home or office,
supplied and installed.
Our electrical engineering services include:
Ÿ

Power transmission and distribution systems

Ÿ

Medium voltage switchgear

Ÿ

Motor control centers

Ÿ

Power factor correction

Ÿ

Emergency power and transfer systems

Ÿ

Uninterruptible power supplies

Ÿ

Surge suppression and lightning protection

Ÿ

Lighting systems

Ÿ

Life safety protection systems

Ÿ

Design planning and installation

Ÿ

Maintenance and repair

ABRIGO Engineering's computer modeling specialists are trained and certified in the latest electrical
software solutions to perform:
Ÿ

load flow analysis

Ÿ

short circuit analysis

Ÿ

transient stability analysis

Ÿ

protective relay coordination

Ÿ

arc-hazard flash analysis

These software applications enable our engineers to deliver state-of-art analytical modeling tools that
increase productivity, reliability, and support the design of safe and reliable electrical systems.
CIVIL ENGINEERING SERVICES
Our Civil engineering services is a vast domain covering planning, designing and construction of
infrastructure such as commercial and residential buildings; transportation infrastructure including roads,
bridges, water distribution systems such as dams, canals, sanitation; environmental infrastructure like
landscaping, parks; industrial infrastructure; construction management; construction engineering and a lot
more. We are aware of the need to implement cost-effective, yet efficient civil engineering and
construction engineering practices in order to meet the mounting needs while meeting budget and time
constraints.
What You Can Expect
Ÿ

A complete range of professional and cost-effective offshore civil engineering services including
construction management, primary surveying and, planning from a single source
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Ÿ

Faster turnaround for rapid execution of construction engineering projects

Ÿ

A team of qualified civil engineers who have complete knowledge of standards and regulations in
different countries and have worked with the topmost construction companies globally.

Ÿ

Use of advanced technologies and applications to make the process faster and accurate

Ÿ

Following engineering standards to evaluate every factor that might influence the project

Ÿ

Expertise in planning small to large and complex civil engineering projects

Ÿ

Attention to detail and problem solving approach.

Our services include:
Ÿ

Site Development

Ÿ

Road & Parking Lot Design

Ÿ

Utilities Design

Ÿ

Infrastructure Assessments & Maintenance Planning

Ÿ

Transportation Planning

Ÿ

Traffic Engineering

Ÿ

Environment engineering

Ÿ

Water resources engineering

Ÿ

Transportation engineering

Ÿ

Materials engineering

Ÿ

Industrial engineering
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LOGISTIC SERVICES
ABRIGO in partnership with Maconi Engineering & Logistics Limited and Carryam Logistics Services
aims to be a leading logistics company in Nigeria and West Africa.
We have developed comprehensive service plans tailored to meet our customers' specific requirements.
This is accomplished by learning our customers' exact objectives with regards to their internal and
external requirements.
Sensitive and valuable goods are often subject to extreme time pressures and deadlines for everyone
involved. Therefore, our Logistics department develops a customized service plan for each customer, and
then implements our required Operational Handling Procedure to ensure high quality service.
Our team of professionals will follow through on each and every shipment and our customers can be
assured of real-time status reports on all import and export air freight shipments at all times.
For oversize cargo transportation by air, we provide professional know-how related to the handling of
part and full charter service including complete door to door delivery logistics on global scale.
ABRIGO through our affiliate companies globally provides total logistic support by Land , Air or Sea.
Our service lines include
Ÿ Customs Brokerage
Ÿ Freight Brokerage
Ÿ Packing and Crating
Ÿ Pick-up and Delivery Service
Ÿ Pick, Pack, Assembly and Distribution
Ÿ Multi modal Transportation by Land, Rail, Air and Sea
Ÿ Airfreight and Aircraft Charter
Ÿ Sea Freight and Ship/Vessel charter and management
Ÿ Warehousing and Storage
Ÿ Heavylift Movements
Ÿ Marine Transportation and Support
Ÿ Import/Export Customs Clearance
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PROCUREMENT & SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT
PROCUREMENT AND SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT
ABRIGO has recorded tremendous success in the delivery of a prime supply chain management system
within the group that supports our Engineering, Procurement, Manufacturing and Commodity Trading
processes. We offer a truly integrated system which allows us to finance, collect and import/export cargo
from any part of the world and deliver to any destination. As a company possessing a team with experience
in global and domestic logistics by Land, Air or Sea, our methods minimize risk, reducing cost and down time,
while maximizing supply chain efficiency. We abide by the highest industry standard and our dedicated and
knowledgeable team consistently provides support to ensure efficiency in our services.
ABRIGO offers a variety of services to address all aspects of a supply chain transformation journey, from
strategy and operating model, to process and technology enablement. This includes:
Ÿ

Business Process Management

Ÿ

Innovation and Product Development

Ÿ

Integrated Planning and Fulfilment

Ÿ

Manufacturing Strategy and Transformation

Ÿ

Operations and Process Transformation

Ÿ

Service Strategy and Operations

Ÿ

Sourcing and Procurement

Ÿ

Supply Chain Academy

Ÿ

Import-export and regulatory compliance

Ÿ

Inventory and warehouse management

Ÿ

Materials management

Ÿ

Property management

Ÿ

Purchasing

Ÿ

Contracts management (formation and administration)

We have been contributing to organisations in the public and private sectors to develop effectiveness in the
management of costs and services, raising the recognition of procurement as a driver of efficiency and
change. We work with our clients to achieve measurable changes in performance.
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COMMODITY TRADING
COMMODITY TRADING
We are successful because we strive to offer the highest level of service in the marketplace, providing a
tailored customer approach. Recognizing that we are in the business of managing information as well as
physical commodities, we provide our customers with market opinions, price discovery and timely product
delivery. Furthermore, we market select specialty products that assist existing customers with
personalized price discovery and logistics services. ABRIGO covers the whole value chain in sectors we
operate as a result of our vast experience in supply chain management and Logistics within the Group.
In addition, the elements of the farm business that we manage and use to drive continuous improvement in
productivity are:
Ÿ

Sales and marketing;

Ÿ

Petroleum Products

Ÿ

Fertilizer

Ÿ

Cement

Ÿ

Agro-allied commodities

Ÿ

Mining Metals

Ÿ

Land management;

Ÿ

Water management;

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY AND
TELECOMMUNICATION
INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY AND TELECOMMUNICATIONS
Information Technology division operates through our affiliate company Interacti Africa. We provide
Custom application developement, Enterprise application integration, E-commerce solutions, Mobile
software application developement, Mobile messaging, Mobile payment VAS services and Mobile Money
Agent operations. We have developed custom applications for CRM, Insurance, Healthcare Mobile
Financial Services, Fuel Management solution and Security solutions.
ABRIGO in collaboration with Interacti also provides 3rd party mobile application and Vendor
management services. We have strived to serve our clients with honesty and integrity while providing them
with the best technology solution for their business needs. In rendering our services we invoke team work,
client collaboration and accountability to earn the privilege to be your partner in technology solutions.
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REAL ESTATE DEVELOPMENT AND MANAGEMENT
REAL ESTATE DEVELOPEMENT AND MANAGEMENT.
Our Real estate services are offered in collaboration with Heroes Properties Ltd, O-Maconi Ventures, Alagogo Limited and SIL Design and Build Solution Services Limited. We pleasure ourselves when our clients
are satisfied. Our Clients' patronage is considered vital to making our brand grow. Referrals is everything in
our business, that is why we listen to detail, ask the required questions, ascertain our clients' views as we
tend to visualize the right home, office space or building for them whether they intend to lease, purchase,
develop or just making inquiries about our services. Our partnerships with our affiliate companies was
established to handle the needs of individuals and cooperate bodies far and wide interested in acquiring or
investing in landed properties ranging from apartments to Joint venture investment needs in Nigeria and
Abroad.
By creating a vast portfolio, we are glad and proud to have achieved far beyond our dreams as a start-up
company in the real estate sector. Our services includes:
Real Estate Development
Property Management
We firmly undertake all dealings in property brokerage with particular reference to sales, purchases or
leases of properties. Our expertise ensures the best financial and legal terms are obtained for our clients.
Residential Services
Rental, Purchase, Sale and valuation of individual home, Commercial properties, Project planning and
marketing of residential development, Continental corporate employee relocation services, Domestic and
international individual homeowner referral services
Commercial Services
Ÿ

The leasing, purchase and sale of commercial properties

Ÿ

Purchase sale, leasing and sales and leasebacks services on any commercial properties

Ÿ

Project management, property development and property consultancy

Ÿ

Office Leasing Services

Ÿ

Full project leasing and sub-leasing services
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WATER TREATMENT MANAGEMENT
Our teams can identify the financial, social, technical and environmental factors of water treatment for
all types of processes and in all types of industries and geographic locations. Upholding the principles of
sustainability throughout each project is paramount to lasting success for ABRIGO and its clients.
ABRIGO has partnered with industrial and institutional companies worldwide to develop reliable, costeffective and safe solutions. Our ultimate goal is to deliver a measurable return on investment (ROI). We
help you:
Increase profitability
Ÿ

Reduce fresh water consumption and cost

Ÿ

Reduce waste treatment cost

Ÿ

Reduce waste water discharge cost

Improve quality
Ÿ

Improve feed water quality

Ÿ

Improve treated and recycled water quality

Ÿ

mprove process and rinse water quality

Ÿ

Improve product quality

Increase productivity
Ÿ

Reduce water related shutdown and associated production loss

Ÿ

Increase cooling tower cycles of concentration and plant cooling efficiency for increased production
and reduced energy consumption

Ÿ
Ÿ

Upgrade boiler water quality and reduce steam related production downtime and energy wastage
due to blow down
Achieve best-in-class water efficiency

Enhance reliability
Ÿ

Enhance equipment reliability

Ÿ

Improve system integrity

Ÿ

Improve process reliability

Ÿ

Reduce downtime and breakdowns
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Our knowledge networks and technical communities allow us to deliver complete water process
management services at the highest industry standards, including:
Ÿ

Quality/Source Assessment and Planning

Ÿ

Process Evaluation and Development

Ÿ

Plant or site audit and recommendations

Ÿ

Laboratory testing

Ÿ

Pilot-scale testing when necessary

Ÿ

Design and engineering of water treatment solutions

Ÿ

Storm Water Management

Ÿ

Water & Wastewater Treatment

CONSULTANCY SERVICES
We provides consultancy, training and executive leadership development to businesses, organisations
and communities. Our work is process orientated, systemic, and drawn from a variety of
transdisciplinary approaches. We develop sustainability and resilience within individuals, teams and
whole organisations.
Our services include:
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ

Executive coaching and leadership development
Increasing organisational effectiveness
Working with a whole systems approach
Deepening meaning and purpose at work
Motivating and inspiring teams
Developing leadership presence
HR transformation
Facilitating change

Businesses today, need to respond to the rapidly changing market conditions with innovation and agility.
Staying ahead of that change and achieving long-term success requires ongoing business transformation.
ABRIGO Consulting Services deliver integrated, end-to-end IT enabled solutions and services to help
your business transform with certainty.
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Management Profile

SIR MISHAEL IWUAGWU:
CHAIRMAN
He is the Chairman of Abrigo Limited. Sir Mishael Iwuagwu graduated from the University of Nigeria, Nsukka,
Enugu State. Post-graduation, he joined the services of the Nigerian Customs Service (NCS). At the NCS, Sir
Mishael distinguished himself meritoriously and held the positions of Area Comptroller at the Murtala Mohammed
International Airport; Area Comptroller at Lily Pond Container Terminal, Apapa, Lagos.
He was later posted to head the Command Training College in Kano, from whence he retired in 2004.
Sir Iwuagwu has several business interests which cut across Real Estate, ICT, Logistics, Beverages and Trading.
As Chairman, on an advisory role, he has helped steer the affairs of management of the company in the right
direction in order to achieve its mission and vision.

IHEANYICHUKWU IWUAGWU:
MANAGING DIRECTOR
Iheanyichukwu Iwuagwu graduated from the University of Nigeria, Nsukka, where he finished with honors with a
B.A in Philosophy. He is a graduate member of the Nigerian Institute of Management (NIM) and is an alumnus of the
Fate Foundation's Aspiring Entrepreneurs Programme Class 26 and the Emerging Entrepreneurs Programme.
He started his working career with I-Maconi Nigeria Limited (Haulage Division), as Operations Director, a position
he held till 2006. In 2006, he was appointed the Managing Director of the ailing beverages division. He grew the
product portfolio of this division to include packaging and sales of 50cl, 75cl and 19L water bottles and also
introduced an aggressive marketing strategy that has increased the division's clients portfolio.
Iheanyi Iwuagwu also founded the water purification systems sales, services and consultancy department of IMaconi Nigeria Ltd. The department is charged with the responsibility of sales and after sales service of Maconi
brand water dispenser machines, installation and service of water purification systems and consulting services on
water purification projects.
As an astute entrepreneur, Iheanyi has been involved in several successful start-up businesses. His interests in
business cut across Real Estate Development and Investment, Construction, ICT ePayments, Water Resource
Management, Logistics and hospitality where he sits on the board of these companies.
Wherever he finds himself in business or management, Iheanyi brings on board his wealth of experience. His
experience spans across management and business strategy with a particular focus on wealth creation through
innovation.
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CHIOMA IWUAGWU:
DIRECTOR
Chioma Iwuagwu is a Construction Project Manager at Jacobs Engineering Group in California. She has over 13
years of experience in the Construction Industry with a focus in general contracting, project management, and
program management.
Chioma developed a passion for civil engineering and construction management early on in her youth as a result of
a keen interest in roadway rehabilitation projects and construction job site visits with her Father in her home
country, Nigeria. Born and raised in Lagos, Nigeria, she moved to the United States at age 16 to pursue an
undergraduate degree in Civil Engineering at Florida International University. Later, while fully employed, she
earned a master's degree in Civil Engineering from California State University Long Beach. Chioma is a LEED
Accredited Professional.
In her current role, she provides management support for the development and implementation of Los Angeles
World Airport's Capital Improvement Program. She provides services in matters such as, program controls,
stakeholder coordination, process improvements, construction impact and logistics management, and capital
program development.
Chioma has brings on board her wealth of experience in construction management and advises the company on its
project management strategies as well as oversee client relationsips in the Unitd States and Canada.

ENGR KINGSLEY EZENWUGO
HEAD, CIVIL WORKS
Mr. Ezenwugo is a the head of civil works at Abrigo Ltd. Kingsley started his engineering career with EVBOSA
Associates as a youth corp member in 1988. In 1991, he joined Eni Construction where he gained valuable
experience in design, construction and supervision of various Oil and Gas installations. Notable among them: New
Manifold (36” Trans Nigeria Pipeline TNP Project – Wilbros), Civil Facility Upgrade at Nkali, Flowstation (F/S), Imo
River 1 & 2 F/S, Obiogbo F/S, Umuechem F/S, Obelle F/S, Ebubu F/S, Elelenwo F/S and Agbada 1 & 2 F/S. Drainage
Improvement (Construction of Bridges & Culverts) for Gbaran field, various building and road construction projects
in the Niger delta region.
Kingsley moved on to Dresser Kellogs Energy Services in 1999 as a Senior Project Engineer where he also
participated in many high profile projects.
From Dresser Kellogs between 2000-2016 Mr. Ezenwugo worked with several Engineering firms where he excelled
and acquired impressive knowledge and experience. He has managed several civil engineering projects which
include construction of Aircraft hangers; Warehouses; Housing projects; Conceptual Planning, Design &
Implementation of SPDC projects; road rehabilitation projects, among other projects.
In 2017 he joined Abrigo and brings with him his wealth of experience in the civil engineering field. His activities
include review of engineering designs and making recommendations as they arise; Maintaining Quality
Assurance/Quality Control activities of projects; Maintaining the HSE requirement of the company's projects.
Mr. Ezenwugo holds a Bachelor of Engineering (B.Eng.) Hons Civil Engineering from Enugu State University of
science and technology.
He is a member of the Nigerian Society of Engineers (MNSE) and a member of Council for the Regulation of
Engineers in Nigeria (COREN).
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UBOH, ESTHER NKEIRUKA
(HEAD, ADMIN)
Mrs. Uboh Esther is the Head of Admin. She is a graduate of Accountancy (B.sc) from Imo state University and holds
a certificate in management from Nigeria Institute of Management (NIM).
She has worked as a management accountant and senior analyst consultant in the ICT, Healthcare and Services
industry, with significant understanding of management, administration, accounting, taxation & auditing and
government regulatory compliance.
Mrs. Uboh joined Abrigo in 2018 and is tasked with handling operations, sales & marketing integration, internal
control & procedures, revenue recognition, financial planning & reporting, regulatory compliance and works in sync
with the operations team and management to ensure smooth operations of the business.

NWANKWO FRANCIS CHUKWUDI
(B.ENG, MNSE, COREN, NEBOSH)
Chukwudi has over 16 years combined experience in Civil Construction, and associated Engineering fields with
comprehensive Knowledge of general construction practices in several engineering fields.
Chukwudi was the Senior Project Engineer for Murp-Hendriks International Limited overseeing the construction of
4.6km all season asphalt-paved dual-carriage way, and site preparation works on 3 hectare Gas Tanker park, scope
of which included - Citadel fencing, Offices, internal roads, workshop, 30,000liters capacity Braithwaite elevated
tank stand, water treatment structures, fire hydrant, and Trailer park with capacity of 200 Gas Lifting Trucks,
4inches duplex pipeline construction, etc.
From February 2016 through January 2018, Chukwudi worked as the Site Engineer in the Rehabilitation of 9km
Obeakpu – Umuagbai road for World Bank/European Union Assisted program represented by the Government of
Rivers State. The delivery schedule timeline of the project made it possible for him to also coordinate as a Contract
Field Engineer for Maconi Engineering and Logistics Ltd in the rehabilitation works of 3.5km Orji-Owella road in
Owerri North LGA, Imo State awarded by Niger Delta Development Commission NDDC, in 2017.
Under various manpower contractors Chukwudi has played various roles ranging from Quality Assurance/Quality
Control Supervisor, Senior QA/QC Engineer and Company Site Representative CSR in Shell Petroleum
Development Company, SPDC. He was the Company Site Representative, CSR that executed the 28.6km Imiringi –
Ogbia – Akipelai - Nembe road with spur at Emakalaka. He coordinated the construction of Piled foundations
works for bridges, installed vertical sand drains in the mangrove swamp sections of the road with Terram Geotextile
overlay to protect the highway from ground water infiltration.
Chukwudi joined Abrigo's team of project consultants and contract personnel in 2018. Chukwudi brings along his
engineering wealth of experience to the team. His roles include project management, cost control, and cost
estimating along with firm understanding of Building, Industry codes & Standards.
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ENGR OLUWASANMI OGUNKOLATI
(PROJECTS ENGINEER, REAL ESTATE DEV.)
Engr. Sanmi has a Bachelor of Engineering in Civil Engineering from the University of Ado Ekiti (now Ekiti State
University) and duly registered with the Council for the Regulation of Engineering in Nigeria (COREN) and a
corporate member of the Nigerian Society of Engineers (NSE).
Engr. Sanmi has practiced Engineering with relative experience in construction and project management for over
14 years and worked all over Nigeria on turnkey projects.
Engr. Sanmi joined Abrigo in 2019 and oversees all real estate (Commercial and Residential) projects of the
company.

MOSES OWOLABI:
HEAD, WATER WORKS
Moses Owolabi is a trained Chemical Engineer. He started his career with Warri Refining and Petrochemical
Company, Warri as an Intern (2005/2006), where he participated in daily operations and maintenance in various
units of the refinery; Atmospheric/ Crude Distillation Unit, Fluid Catalytic Cracking Unit.
He had his NYSC with Raw Materials Research and Development Agency (RMRDC), Abuja as Support Engineer.
While in RMRDC, he participated in review of Computer Aided Process Equipment Design (CAPED) and research
on Nano materials.
In 2009, he joined Daily Need Industries Ltd, a pharmaceutical company as Production Supervisor where he
worked in various departments, production of hemoglobin syrup, cough syrup, multivitamins, toothpaste, etc. In
2012, he was posted to Quality department of the company, where he worked as Water Engineer in charge of
operations and maintenance of water treatment plants, Reverse Osmosis and Electro deionization systems, and the
Effluent Treatment Plant.
Moses joined Abrigo Ltd in 2018 where he oversees the operation of various water project activities handled by the
company. He manages all engineering and design activities; as well as supervises field engineers in their various
roles. He interfaces with clients and technical partners on various engineering, inspection, installation and water
treatment solution activities. He has garnered professional experience which spans over a decade. The
Maintenance Services Superintendents report to him as the technical focal point. He is also the coordinator of most
water treatment works carried out by the company.
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PARTNERS

PAST PROJECTS
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ

Construction of Family Terraces comprising 4 units of 4 bedroom with 4.5 baths in Lekki Phase 1, Lagos, Nigeria.
Construction of 6-unit Family Terraces (4nos Units of 4bedroom, 4.5 bath and 2nos 3-bedroom 3.5 bath with
each unit having one Guest Chalet) in Lekki, Lagos, Nigeria.
Construction of 1 bungalow and 2 storey commercial space in Lekki, Lagos Nigeria.
Interior finish of 20 nos. 4 bedroom 4.5 baths apartments with guest chalet in Ikoyi, Lagos, Nigeria.
Interior finish of 4 nos. Maisonette penthouses having 6 bedrooms, 6.5 baths and guest chalets each in Ikoyi,
Lagos Nigeria.
Project management and delivery of a 24 units luxury apartment development in Ikoyi Lagos after initial
contractor failed to deliver the project.
Ongoing construction of a 4-unit 3-bedroom 3.5 bed Residential block in a Abijo GRA, Lagos, Nigeria.
Joint Venture Development of 48 units of 3-bedroom 3.5 bath residential apartments with guest quarters in
Abuja, Nigeria in collaboration with Heroes Properties Limited and White Avenue Group.
Construction of about 3.6km road with drains in Imo state, Nigeria
Construction of 1.5km road with 3km drains in Imo state, Nigeria.
A few renovation projects in Lagos, Nigeria
Currently waiting to obtain building approval and permit for a 12-unit Maisonette, with 2 penthouses; in order
to move to site. Location is in Lekki Phase 1 area of Lagos State, Nigeria.
Over 53 small to large water treatment projects in Western Nigeria
Fabrication and Assembly of Reverse Osmosis Skids for Water treatment
Logistics- 1,087 shipments handled (Feb 1, 2018 to February 29, 2020), 18 shipments online, 1,069 shipments
offline with a Total weight of 4,464 Tons moved. Total Value of items shipped as of February 29 NGN 1.8 billion
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WEB: www.abrigoafrica.com
Email: info@abrigoafrica.com
Phone: +2348033137634, +2348180988802
6, Babatunde Anjous Street, Lekki Phase 1,
Lagos, Nigeria

